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Introduction 
KickerTool is a program that was developed in Germany by Helmut Popper to score the game of Table Football, 
or Fussball. We have been made aware that with a bit of adjustment to some parameters it can sensibly be used 
to score many of the Events that we use in Petanque. The aim of this document is to explain how. 
 
Advantages 
KickerTool is free. The Events like Swiss System, Random Rounds (KickerTool just calls this Rounds), Round 
Robin, Elimination and Double Elimination are all there and run exactly as for Petanque. It has a very flexible 
Ranking system that operates during an Event and is very easy to follow, if a little tricky to set-up. Another 
advantage is that it has a couple of Events for social mixing at the Club level as long as you stick to the Doubles 
versions. They are termed MonsterDYP (DYP = “Draw Your Partner”) which is the same as what we would refer 
to as a Doubles Super Melee. There is also an Event called Whist that is a type of Doubles Mix & Match Event 
where each Player plays with all other Players once and against all other Players twice. All you have to do is 
remember the strange names! KickerTool also allows you to run any number of parallel Events together. 
 
Disadvantages 
KickerTool does not have a Poules Event, or Triples versions of either of those social-type Events noted above. 
The other disadvantage is that you have to be very careful re-setting the few football parameters to petanque 
parameters. You have, in your mind, to think Goals instead of Points, but that’s about as complicated as it gets. 
 
Getting Started 
It’s all very doable, and in our view far simpler than other comparable programs. The KickerTool program is 
available as an app and all data is retained on your computer as the Events are set up and the games are run 
and scored. 
 
To download KickerTool go to https://app.kickertool.de and click on TEST THE NEXT VERSION (important, as this 
Guide is based on that version). 
 
KickerTool is best viewed and managed on a laptop or desktop computer with at least a 14 inch/36 cm screen. 
However, something closer to a 22 inch/56 cm screen is far preferable. While it will load onto a mobile phone it 
is not really designed for that as the screen is far too small. When the program is downloaded to your computer 
the screen should appear like that depicted in Figure 1 (on the following page). All the data input, data 
manipulation and data display are handled through tools (icons, link labels and windows) that appear within or 
around this main display area. 
 
KickerTool also lets you copy and paste the Players and Team data from a simple text file (think Notepad) rather 
than having to type everything in manually. However, KickerTool has no printable score sheets as such but does 
have a very clear External Display that can easily be put up on a remote (from the scoring table) monitor using 
the Extended Display mode on your computer. 
 
KickerTool does talk about Managing Tournaments; it really only manages Events in the language of Petanque, 
so think of the link at the top right corner of Figure 1, NEW TOURNAMENT that you will use every time you need 
to load a new Event, as NEW EVENT. 
 
The purpose of this User Guide is to go through the basics of KickerTool and concentrate up front on the way 
you will handle the football parameters and values. After that it works like a dream! 

https://app.kickertool.de/
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Figure 1: The KickerTool display screen. 

Overview 
In Figure 1 you can see the main display area, and 3 links (in the form of 2 icons and 1 link label) towards the 
top right, and also the left pane, the dark vertical strip to the left of the main display area. The 3 labels directly 
below the heading Manage Tournaments will be covered much later on as they are not important for the 
moment. We will address that left pane section first. You can maximise and minimise the area of the left pane 
by clicking on it away from any link or icon (an icon is really just a small image that represents the target of the 
link). If you minimise the left pane you have slightly increased the area of the main display. 
 
This left pane initially contains 4 icons, as well as the associated 4 labels, that you can click on. The labels are: 
 
Home:  Once you have 1 or more Events set up within KickerTool, or in the process of being set up, by 

clicking on this icon or label you will see all of your Events arranged on the display screen. 
 
Settings:  Settings are where you will adjust the parameter values to work as a Petanque Scoring program, 

and this is the one part that you have to understand and get right before the rest will make sense. 
The default language is English. 

 
Feedback:  This section is where you can provide some feedback concerning the program and read comments 

from others that have been placed there, and read their responses. 
 
Account:  This displays the contact details you provided when you first acquired this program. When you first 

download the app it’s called Login, and it is recommended that you do create an account 
 
These 4 labels/icons will be augmented by others later on that we will describe fully. In many instances you see 
a link as a named label, or icon, or the accepted name of the icon. Where you see icons alone, if you hover the 
cursor over the icon you will get a little bit of cryptic information as to what action will follow if you click on it. 
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At the end of this document we have provided a full list of all icons used in KickerTool, along with their names 
and a brief explanation as to their use/function. 
 
Approach 
It is our view that the best way to learn about something is to use it. That is how we will approach this User’s 
Guide. On the following pages we will guide you through the installation and management of a number of Events 
starting with probably the most common Event used in Petanque Tournaments – the Random Round Event. But 
in doing this we will also take you through the task of convincing KickerTool that is it scoring a game of Petanque. 
 
Here we refer to any of the self-contained game playing structures as an Event. The 7 relevant Events available 
are: Swiss System, Rounds (think Random Round), Round Robin, Double Elimination, Elimination, MonsterDYP 
(think Doubles Super Melee) and Whist (think Doubles Mix & Match). There is no equivalent in Petanque to 
Last Man Standing that also comes with KickerTool so we will ignore that Event. 
 
Tournaments comprise one or more Events covering, possibly, a range of the Event types noted above and 
Player/Team Gender and Age groupings. As you load and run these Events, the data generated is automatically 
updated and stored on your computer. You are also able to save a version of this data in the Download folder 
of the Documents folder on your computer. If you intend doing this it is a good idea to Save the Event early on 
as you build it (and we will go through how to do that). 
 
In what follows, what we suggest that you do what is written in BLUE numbered text, while why we ask you to 
do it, and provide some justification or description, is written in BLACK text. Let’s get started. 
 

Rounds Event 
The first thing to do is Load an Event. As this will be the first for you click on CREATE NEW TOURNAMENT. Later 
on, the place to initiate the loading of any new Event is at the top right of the display with the NEW 
TOURNAMENT link label (remember, think of this as NEW EVENT). Whenever you need to bring in a new Event 
this is the label to click on – KickerTool uses Tournament like we use Event. And you can have more than 1 Event 
loaded, but for now we need only the Rounds Event. 
 
1. Click on CREATE NEW TOURNAMENT, noting that in Petanque this means load your first Event. 
 
On the main display you now see in order, the full suite of Events available to you as listed previously; Swiss 
System, Rounds, Round Robin, Double Elimination, MonsterDYP, Whist and Elimination, each represented by 
a distinct logo. Beneath each of these logos you will see 3 dots in a horizontal row. 
 
2. Click on this … icon for any Event and understand the purpose of that link. Use the X to close the window.  
 
Clicking on the nearby right-pointing arrow,   ,  (or indeed anywhere on the coloured logo for an Event) will 
open that Event. 
 
3. Click on the Rounds Event logo (this is the exactly equivalent to the Random Round Event in Petanque). 

 
The Selection panel, Tournament Settings, now opens. This means every time you load a new Event you will 
have to go through these Settings first. Bit of a pain, but not difficult as really only 1 or 2 things to alter. 
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Tables – read this always as Pistes. A Table Football game is played on a Tables, a Petanque games is played on 
a Piste. If you wish to allocate Pistes then set the number of Tables equal to the number of allocated Pistes you 
will be using. Unfortunately, here you cannot set this number to 0 (but later you can disable the use of Tables). 
So, leave this value on 1 (eventually to mean no allocated pistes), or to the actual number of numbered allocated 
pistes you have. With another Event later we will look at this in more detail. 
 
4. Leave Number of Tables = 1 (we will disable this later, and include allocated Pistes in another Event 

example). 
 
Goals to Win – read this as Points to Win (ignore Quick Entry altogether, always). Change Goals to Win from 7 
(the default) to 13 (the default you require for Petanque). In timed games you may need to enter a winning 
score that is less than 13, but there will never be a score greater than 13. 
 
5. Set Goals to Win = 13 (but note that if you were to play a social game to 11 points you can set that instead.) 
 
Just to go over the other parts: Draw in KickerTool refers to what we would call a Tie (equal scores, impossible, 
so irrelevant here – ignore it). If you set the Goals/Points to Win = 13, then you need the Bye score to be 13:7. 
To ensure this click on the Bye Rating slider so it goes green – very important. Winning Sets MUST be kept 
equal to 1 Set. Leave Points for Win alone – they have no impact when scoring Petanque. 
 
You can see this is not too difficult – the annoying part is that this has to be done with every Event you load. 
Ignore anything to do with Scarce matches and Disciplines. When happy with all this: 
 
6. Press NEXT at the top right. 
 
The next screen displays a choice of Teams, Singles or Draw Your Partner. This may vary a fraction for different 
Events, but you will normally select Teams for a Doubles or Triples Event, or Single for a Singles Event. Sort of 
logical! Note: KickerTool has no specific settings (generally) to distinguish between Singles, Doubles or Triples 
Petanque Events, but if you are setting up an Event where essentially Players compete as individuals (like a 
Melee-type Event, then its sensible here to choose Single. If Players are going to compete in a Doubles or Triples 
Team, then choose Teams. You will never need to use Draw Your Partner here. 
 
7. Select Teams by clicking on that right arrow icon (as we are going to set up a Doubles Rounds Event). 
 
You are now being asked to enter some description of the Team identified at Team 1. It doesn’t really matter 
how you do this. But before we go into that: 

 
8. Click on the small downward facing arrow in the Teams link and note that if you need help most labels/links 

try to guide you in some way and maybe provide a bit more information. 
 
While in this particular instance the order in which you enter Team information is somewhat irrelevant, for some 
Events the order is important, as it is for a Swiss System Event. The reason is that, where relevant, the Team 
number also means the initial Ranking = Seeding position for that Team. Seeds are irrelevant (generally) in a 
Rounds Event but are usually absolutely critical for a Swiss System Event. 
 
You now have 2 options on how to go about entering Team data. One is to type the data in manually, the other 
is to explore the meanings of the icons at the top right of the screen (hover over them in turn with the cursor) 
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and paste text data directly into KickerTool. Yes, you can import what the program refers to as Participant data 
by having a text file of that data on your computer and use a copy-and-paste action to get the data in. We will 
do that later for another Event, but for now we will do it manually. And we will arrange to have Team/Player 
files that can be downloaded from MyPetanque in the near future. 
 
Let’s be rather unimaginative and name the first Team, Team 1 (you can, will, Edit this later). 
 
9. Click on the line to the right of the number 1 and type “Team 1” (but don’t type the quotation marks!). 
 
You will now see a 2nd line appear for Team 2. Let’s take advantage of the obvious and: 
 
10. On each new line, as it appears, click on that line and enter the Team data in a sequence from Team 2 to 

Team 16. You can also use the keyboard up and down arrows to move around and correct errors. 
 
From exploring those links at the top right of the display screen you will discover that you could randomly 
‘shuffle’ that Team data, and for the (random) Rounds Event that action has no real consequences. When you 
have shuffled your Team data, or not (your choice), the next thing is to commit that data to the program. 
 
11. Click (you guessed it, probably) the top right link label NEXT. 
 
You now have one last choice to consider. You can run the Rounds Event with 16 Teams, or run the Event with 
2 or more (equal or unequal) Groups. We will run this as 1 Group (and show you how to use this feature later 
on in another Event), so just 
 
12. Click NEXT. 
 
As you can now see, you can go back (top right) and alter stuff, cancel the Event altogether (beneath the object, 
bottom left), or start the Event. 
 
Now you have to name your Event (it’s not really a Tournament, but we are not going to lose sleep over that!) 
 
13. So, click in that text box and give the Event a more descriptive name. How about “My First Random Round 

Event” (or whatever you decide). Then click on the wording START TOURNAMENT just below this. 
 
Now this starts to look a bit more like a scoring program, doesn’t it? But there are some important things to 
check out first. The first thing to note is the additional left pane links that have appeared, and then the big Green 
1 on the first line under the magnifying glass icon. We’ll come back to those is a minute. 
 
The most important thing to consider is the Rankings Table on the right of the display (it not headed by that 
name but that’s what we will call it from now on). This needs some serious attention and it MUST be done now, 
and done ‘right’, before you start scoring the Event (and this is true of every new Event you load and launch). 
 
What is displayed in that Rankings Tables is critical as that determined how the Rankings are done. And this 
must be considered for each Event. Unfortunately, what you do cannot be stored for later Events. 
 
We must get those column headings to exactly what is required for the type of Event about to be run. For a 
Rounds Event we will show you how to set up the standard Petanque ranking scheme that goes: 
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Standard - Rank by 
Number of Wins, then by 
Sum of Deltas, then by 
Sum of ‘For’ Points 

 
Do the followings (unless the Rankings Table in every respect looks EXACTLY as shown in Figure 3 on page 9): 
 
14. Click on the Settings icon   at the top right of the Rankings Table (NOT the one in the left pane!) 
 
This brings up the Configure Table – to configure the Rankings Table. 
 
15. Click on MORE at the bottom right of that Configure Table. 

 
On the Window that pops up you want all those boxes unchecked except for (from the bottom): Player name, 
Game count, Goals, Goal difference, and Matches won. You may have to scroll to see them all. For some reason 
KickerTool suddenly decides at times to use Games as well as Matches – they mean exactly the same thing in 
Petanque! 
 
16. Make sure Player name, Game count, Goals, Goal difference and Matches won are checked, and all others 

unchecked. 
 

As a Petanque enthusiast, read these terms, in order, as Team/Player name, Game count, ‘For’ Points (not 
Goals), Points Difference (not Goal difference) and Games won (OK! Matches means the same). So really, 
every time you see Goals think of Points. 
 
17. Close by pressing the X icon upper right, or on CLOSE. 

 
Now comes the last tricky part. We need those labels listed in point 17 
above in the correct order with the correct attributes in the Rankings 
Table. 
 
This can be tricky. Maybe first time just do exactly what we say, and 
then come back later on and try to understand it afterwards! Now look 
at Figure 2 (opposite) and note the 3 icons for each line item: 
 
    =        to shift the line items up and down 
 
        Eye ON to make the line item visible in the Rankings Table 

 
 Switch ON to allow the line item to be part of the sort 

operation in determining the Ranking of a Team 
                  Figure 2: The Configure Table 

 
The = icon against each line of the Configure Table allows you to move the associated line item up and down; 
just put the cursor over the appropriate = and hold the mouse key down, and slide up or down as required. The 
Configure Table is to look like that of Figure 2 for all Events when you use the standard Petanque ranking 
scheme. 
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18. Use the = icon to get the items in precise the order shown in Figure 2 
 
19. Make sure for all those 5 line items that the ‘eye’ is ON. If the ‘eye’ is OFF click on it to turn it ON. 

 
20. Make sure the sort ‘switch’ is ON for the top 3 line items and OFF for the lower 2. 

 
When you are happy with this: 
 
21. Close by pressing the X icon, upper right, which accepts 

these settings for the Rankings Table. 
 
We are nearly there! You read this Rankings Table, shown in 
Figure 3, as follows by the column headers. 
 
The left 3 columns have no bearing on the sorting to determine 
the ranking (remember those ‘switches’ you turned OFF; they 
turned off the sort action for ranking). 
 
# simply the Team/Player number, and Seed value (when 

relevant). This is always there, totally independent of 
what you did to the Configure Table. 

 
Team the Team or Player name (we’ll fix those boring numbers 

in a minute). 
 
Num. tells you the total number of Games a Team has played. 
 
The remaining right-most 3 columns are describing the standard 
Petanque Ranking scheme (from right-to-left; a bit counter 
intuitive but works for me, so has to work for you!), where: 
 
Won  means Games won by the Team/Player. 
 
G the Goal difference (but read as the Points difference, or 

Delta for that Team/Player). 
 
G+ the Goals scored (but read as the ‘For’ Points the Team 

or player has scored, their). 
                Figure 3: The Rankings Table 

 
A Good idea at this stage is to just check all those left pane links (apart from the 2 lower ones) as a few more 
have appeared while all this was going on! We will go through all but the lower 2 (Feedback and Accounts). 
 
Home. Just informs you as to the list of Events you have loaded. 
 
And if you click on it you will have to ‘re-start’ your Event (click on the name). 
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22. Click on Home, then press on the correct Event (at this stage the only Event) 
 

Settings. This will show you your setting of 13 Goals (read Points) to Win. It will also tell you of the irrelevant 
value of 2 for Points for Win These Points (for Win) are nothing to do with points you understand in Petanque, 
so ignore this bit. Finally, it tells you the default Language is English (there are 4 other languages you can choose. 
 
23. Click on Settings, view the information. All OK (or correct) so close (X). 
 
Next is the People icon (Team/Players obviously). Here is your chance to turn all these uninformative numbers 
into real Player names; I suggest in the manner of something like Peter + Jeff or Peter/Jeff (up to you), but do 
not use a comma as a separator. 
 
24. Press on the People (Participants) icon and using the icon,     Rename all these numbers to names, and 

when finished press X. 
 

You may have observed you could also ADD more Teams at that stage (might bear that in mind). The next 
label/icon down is about Tables (Pistes to you). We decided at the start not to use Piste allocation here, so  
 
25. Click on the Tables icon and Deactivate Table 1 (click on then green slider). Then close (X). 

 
As you disabled Table 1 the large Green number 1 immediately to the left of the Rankings Table for Game 1 in 
Round 1 disappears. So that was there to tell Game 1 to play on Piste 1 – but we prevented that from happening. 
 
The final icon refers to the External Display (using the Extended Monitor idea that we will also leave till later). 
 
So now you have an obvious score sheet to enter the scores on. And the way to do that is to click on ENTER 
RESULT that appears between the competing Teams for each Game in Round 1 
 
26. Click on ENTER RESULT for the first game. 
 
As you do that up pops two numbered rows, from 0 to 13. On a small screen you may have to scroll to see all 
the numbers. Before you dive in, there is a trick here to save a bit of time. 
 
27. Select/Click on the score of the losing Team first. As you do this the winning Team automatically has the 

score of 13 indicated. If the score of the winning team was less than 13, due to running a Timed game, say, 
then simply correct the score. When done, click on CONFIRM (bottom right of the score panel). 

 
As you do this you will note that the data in the Rankings Table changes to reflect the scores as they are entered, 
and Teams are re-ordered so as to reflect immediately the standard Petanque Ranking. 

 
28. Now complete the entering of the scores for the remaining games of Round 1. 

 
If you are running a Timed Event, then you will put in all the scores for Round 1 then click on NEW ROUND at 
the lower right of the score table. But if you think about it, there is nothing stopping you from clicking on NEW 
ROUND at any time (for a Rounds Event) as the full Draw is already established. 
If this was an untimed Event you can click on NEW ROUND as early as you like and then get Round 2 games going 
as the relevant Teams finish their games from Round 1. 
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29. So, click on NEW ROUND now and see the next Team pairings. Then complete the scores entry, etc. 
 
At any stage you can see the Rankings of the Teams, and particularly at the end of a Round. But at anytime you 
can get a printable listing of the Teams with their current rankings by clicking on SHOW RESULT and then locating 
the Print icon at the top right of the screen. You will also note that you can ‘play around’ with the main display 
by using the icons at the top left of the screen at any time. 
 
30. To do this, hover over an icon to get an idea what it does then, click on it if it seems appropriate. 
 
In this 16 Team Doubles (random) Rounds Event you can keep going for a total of 15 Rounds – and that would 
be equivalent to a full Round Robin Event. But simply stop when you have completed the number of Rounds 
agreed to by the Event/Tournament Organiser. 
 
You could then move on to an Elimination Event if you so wished by using that START ELIMINATION link at the 
top right. But that’s up to you. The Elimination Event is covered a bit later in this User’s Guide. 
 
The main thing to note here is that as you complete any action it is worthwhile scanning the screen as see if any 
new icons/links/objects pop up. If you are unsure what a particular icon selection will do hover over it to get an 
idea of its function, or click on it. If that’s not what you wanted to do or expected, then somewhere nearby there 
will be the BACK, <, icon to return to the previous display. 
 
If there is an odd number of Teams the Bye is handled automatically (but only with with Bye Rating ON) and 
indicated in the Rankings Table against the appropriate Team/Player/Participant immediately the Draw appears 
in the main Display for the current Round. The Team with a Bye is NOT listed in the Draw for any given Round. 
 
We will now run through the loading and running of all the other Events, but in each case we will only 
concentrate on those aspects of the Event that differ significantly from what you have already accomplished 
with the Rounds Event. 
 
In doing so we will occasionally highlight other settings/icons/links, or useful actions, that we have skipped over 
up to this point. 

 
To get this next part underway you can leave the Rounds Event alone and it will be retained so you can look at 
it later on, and maybe go back and complete it and run an Elimination Event from it by considering this Rounds 
Event as a Qualifying Event. 
 
At any time, you can Edit the name of the Event (and see what the pencil icon looks like) by going to the left 
pane Settings once an Event is loaded. 
 
 
That was all a bit longwinded, but comprehensive. From now on all the above will be assumed and only the 
additional bits for a specific Event are now covered.  
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Round Robin Event 
 

1. To load a totally new Event, click on the Home link label/icon in the left pane. 
 
Doing this will also show you any other Events you have loaded and saved. 
 
If you look at the current Rounds Event, you will notice 2 other icons you have not used yet. The pencil icon 
allows you at any time to change the name of the Event. The underlined ‘down’ arrow icon, ˅, allows you at any 
early stage of setting up a new Event to Save it. However, the save action is always automatic once an Event is 
actually running, and not a good idea to use that particular manual save action more than once as otherwise 
you will end up with lots of saved versions of the one Event on your computer. So, maybe use this save action 
once only at the early stage of setting an Event up. 
 
2. Click on NEW TOURNAMENT at the top right of the display. 
 
3. From the Event list click on Round Robin Event. 
 
Again, all the Settings for this Event need to be set by you, from 13 points maximum for a win, but if you have 
an odd number of Teams you should NOT turn the Bye Rating slider to green – important. This is the only Event 
where the Bye Rating slider is turned OFF, as each Team in a Round Robin, with an odd number of Teams, simply 
Sit-out for a Round. 
 
Then set the Ranking criteria for the Rankings Table in exactly the same manner as for the previous Rounds 
Event. You can now see 2 Events on the Home screen. Now try this. 
 
4. Click on the magnifying glass icon at the top right of the display screen, and in the line that appears type in 

a letter, or letter sequence that appears in the name of the Round Robin Event (maybe ‘Rob’) but not in 
the name of the Rounds Event. 

 
You can see this is one way to ‘çlean up’ the Home screen if you have lots of Events loaded but wish to 
concentrate on one or just a few for a particular Tournament. Obviously, delete the sequence of letters in the 
magnifying icon line to see all loaded Events. 
 
For a bit of variety why not arrange for this Round Robin event to be a Triples Event and load in Team names 
straightaway as 3 Player like A + B + B, or maybe A/B/C – whatever you feel is appropriate. But if you wish to 
load the Team names from a file set up a Notepad (as a suggestion) file where each Team list is something like: 
 
Peter + Jane + Fred, or Peter/Jane/Fred or something similar, with or without both first and family names (up to 
you). 
 
If you put each of these Team names on separate lines (say 5 of them – so you can see the effect off an odd 
number of Teams in this case), save the file somewhere appropriate. Then do the following: 
 
5. Accept the Round Robin Event by clicking on the right arrow and on the next screen accept the Teams 

option (in other words do exactly the same as for the Rounds Event). 
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Now look at the top right of the display and you will see a load file icon that looks like a square with a right 
pointing arrow inside. 
 
6. Click on the load file icon and you will see an Import Participants Window appear. Click inside this Window 

and Copy the contents of the Notepad file with 5 Triples Teams listed, and then Paste this into the Window. 
 
Now accept all this (you can edit the contents of the Import Participants Window if you wish, or you can do this 
later under the Teams Icon at the left). You will now see a display you have met previously – where you can put 
Teams into Groups, and run the event as more than 1 Group of Participants. But not here as in this example it 
is not really appropriate. We will come back to this Groups concept a little further on in this document. 
 
7. Now click on the NEXT label. This will show the panel to Name the Event more specifically if you wish to do 

so. Then click on START EVENT. 
 
The important point to note now is that if you have an odd number of Teams/Participants in a Round Robin 
Event (you have 5 in this instance) there are no Byes awarded. Look at the 5-Round Draw carefully and note 
that in each Round, 1 Team has, not a Bye, but a Sit-out (but this word is not used within KickerTool) – also, 
there are no Bye scores in the Rankings Table. 
 
You can complete the Event by entering scores as usual. And in this instance, you should complete all Rounds 
otherwise you will not be running a true Round Robin Event! 
 
What you should understand with a Round Robin Event is that with the number, N, of Teams/Participants: 
 
If N = Even then the number of Rounds = N - 1 
 
If N = Odd then the number of Rounds = N and each Team has 1 sit-out 
 
 

Saving Event Files 
We mentioned in the Introduction that we would go over how the Events are Saved to the Downloads Folder 
in the Documents folder of your computer. 
 
1. Click on Home (left pane). 
 
On any event logo you will see an underlined downward pointing arrow icon, the Download icon. 
 
Whenever you first load a new Event, it is a good idea to click on that icon. This will save the data file associated 
with that Event to your computer in the Downloads folder of your Documents folder; this means you know 
where to find it! 
 
The file is a simple text file with an extension *.ktool, and for example can be opened with Notepad. 
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Swiss System Event 
As you well know a Swiss System Event is commonly used in a major Tournament to reliably rank the N Teams 
in a far fewer number of Rounds than would be required from any other sort of Qualifying Event. 
 
Using a Round Robin with N Teams really requires N – 1 Rounds to establish a meaningful Ranking of the Teams. 
Using the Swiss System an approximately equivalent result can be obtained in a number of Rounds indicated 
below, where for more than about 8 Teams the effect of going from Round Robin to Swiss System is dramatic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             Table 1: Swiss System and Round Robin – number of Rounds to use 
 
1. Load the Swiss System Event into KickerTool, give it a sensible name, and work through the process you 

have used before to get, say, 16 Teams (whether you choose Singles, Doubles, Triples is irrelevant) as 
Participants. 

 
Now you must realise that the order you put the teams in is the Seeding order, so the first Team you entered is 
Team 1 and is the top seeded Team. If you use an odd number of Teams, then the Bye can be thought of as the 
‘Team’ with the lowest Seed. 
 
The thing you should not do now is use the shuffle tool! If fact you do get an opportunity later on to adjust and 
confirm the Teams/Players are in the correct Rank/Seed order. 
 
There are a number of different versions of the Swiss System and the one built into KickerTool is often referred 
to as the Monrad scheme, that still conforms to the “winner-play-winners” idea. What this means is: 
 
Round 1: Here the team pairings (for N = even number) is 

1 vs N/2 + 1, 2 vs N/2 + 2, 3 vs N/2 + 3, etc. 
where these numbers are Seed numbers (that happens to be the same as Team numbers prior to Round 1). 
 
The Teams are then ranked according to the scheme you wish to use. That might be the standard ranking used 
in Petanque of: 
 
Standard - Rank by 
 Number of Wins, then by 
 Sum of Delta Points, then by 
 Sum of “For” Points 
 
or any other scheme, and we will demonstrate a different one in a moment. But whatever Ranking scheme you 
use, after Round 1 the new ranking is: 
 
Round 2: The pairing for this Round, and all later Rounds is based on Ranking numbers, and is 

1 vs 2, 3 vs 4, 5 vs 6, etc. (Please note these are now the Ranking numbers, not the Team numbers!) 

No. of Teams Round Robin Swiss System 
6-8 5-7 3 

9-16 8-15 4 
17-32 16-31 5 
33 -64 32-63 6 
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From then on, this simple pairing scheme is used as long as no two Teams are paired to play against each other 
more than once. The way, in latter Rounds, to prevent this is automatically built into the program. And if there 
are an odd number of Teams at any stage the lowest Ranked Team gets the Bye, but again ensuring no Team 
gets more than 1 Bye in the Event. 
 
So, lets decide to use the other common Ranking scheme for a Swiss System Event, with use of the Buchholz 
numbers. You may be familiar with the Buchholz number as the number of wins of all your opponents, and 
written as BHN. In KickerTool this is labelled as BH1, the 1st Buchholz number. 
 
This means as the Event proceeds all Teams have another Ranking parameter that can be used. Unfortunately, 
the 1st Buchholz number, BH1, is not particularly discriminating, so the fine Buchholz number, often written as 
fBHN but referred to by KickerTool as the 2nd Buchholz number BH2 is employed. The 2nd, or fine, Buchholz 
number is the total number of wins of all the opponent of all your opponents, and is actually simpler expressed 
as BH2 equals the sum of all your opponents’ BH1 numbers. 
 
One common Swiss System Ranking scheme then uses: 
 
Buchholz (plus standard) - Rank by 
 Number of Wins, then by 
 The 1st BHN, BH1, then by 
 The 2nd BHN, or BH2, then by 
 Sum of Delta Points, then by 
 Sum of “For” Points 
 
In this instance the deltas and ‘For’ Points are used if required and full Games scores are required. 
 
A simpler variation of this the 
 
Buchholz (alone) - Rank by 
 Number of Wins, then by 
 The 1st BHN, BH1, then by 
 The 2nd BHN, or BH2 
 
and if you decided to go down this path you have removed the need to know the actual scores, and only the 
winning Team after each game is required. 
 
So how do you set up these different Ranking schemes. Let’s take a closer look at the Buchholz (plus standard) 
Rank scheme first. So when you have finally worked you way through to getting all the Teams names in and 
have the Teams in the correct Seed order (prior to Round 1, the Seed order is the Team order, so the top Seeded 
Team is Team 1, etc,), and have arrived at the screen with the Draw up for Round 1 you are at the equivalent 
place for the Rounds Event immediately prior to point 15 on page 9. 
 
So, now 
 
2. Click on the Settings icon on the Rankings Table to bring up the Configure Table. 

 
3. Then click on MORE to bring up the window that lists all Rankings Table column headings. 
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On the Window that pops up you want all those boxes unchecked except for (from the bottom): Player name, 
Game count, Goals, Goal difference, and Matches won and Buchholz score 1 (that’s BH1) and Buchholz score 
2 (that’s BH2).  
 
4. Now turn ON the ‘eye’ icon for all the above line items. 

 
5. Now ‘switch’ ON (for the sort function) all those except Player name and Matches Won. 

 
 
You must check that the ‘switch’ is OFF for Player name and Matches won. 
 
6. Now use the = icon for these 7 line items to get them in the order 

shown in Figure 4. 
 
In Figure 4 you now see that the Buchholz ranking factors take 
precedence over the G (read delta) and G+ (read ‘For”) scores. 
 
The Rankings Table now has those additional 2 Ranking parameters BH1 
and BH2 that ‘sit’ between the column headings Won (Matches Won) 
and G (Game, read Points, difference). 
 
In this way as you score you will have to enter the full scores. The other 
very important feature when using the BH1 and BH2 in KickerTool is that 
the Buchholz numbers gets used before the Draw for each new Round. 
This is the correct way to use Buchholz numbers in the ranking of 
Teams. And, as usual, this means that the next Round cannot be drawn 
until the current Round is completed – all scores entered. 

Figure 4: Configure Table with 
Buchholz numbers 

 
If you wish to remove the Points difference and “For” points in the Rankings Table for a Swiss system (not 
uncommon) then after point 3 above simply uncheck the Goal difference and Goals line items – they will then 
simply disappear from the Rankings Table. You will then notice that in this case you need only identify the 
winner in each game; the full scores are not really required. 
 
Now run the Swiss System Event for 4 Rounds and score it and see how the Rankings Table reflects the Draw. 
 
Important point on BH1 and BH2 in KickerTool 
In KickerTool the numbers that appear in the Rankings Table under the BH1 and BH2 column headings may be 
the actual values as described above (and thus as integers), or the values normalised by the by number of games 
per Round, or something similar (so as decimal numbers). This does not affect the ranking order by BH1 and 
BH2. The use of the which scheme is dependent on the actual Event you choose, but then in Petanque we only 
tend to use Buchholz number for the ranking is a Swiss System Event. 
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Whist Event 
This is a very balanced Mix & Match Event that can only accept individual Players as Participants where the 
number of individual Players in total must be a multiple of 4, or a multiple of 4, + 1. We will select in this example 
a multiple of 4 so as to avoid any Byes. And each Round comprises precisely N - 1 Rounds, where N is the number 
of Players. In a Whist Event Players play in Teams of 2, but the Team make-up changes for each game. 
 
We will set up a Whist Event with 8 Players, so 7 Rounds, and with N = 8 Players in total playing in pairs (it’s a 
Doubles Event, remember) there will be (N/2) = 4 games per Round. Here Players play for themselves but in 
Doubles Teams in such a way that a given Player plays with another specific Player once as a Team-mate and 
twice as the member of an opposition Team. This is a very good social mixing type of game that mixes up Players 
but is also very balanced (or matched). Also, Players are Ranked individually. 

 
1. Click on Home and then Load this Whist Event. 

 
NB: There is a minor glitch in KickerTool as it shows the MonsterDYP icon, but you are loading the Whist Event 

 
2. Set Games to Win = 13 in the left pane Settings. 
 
3. Add in 8 Players manually using simple first names only. 

 
We will use the standard Petanque Ranking scheme, so, 

 
4. Arrange the Rankings Table exactly as done for the Rounds Event (see Figure 2, page 7). 
 
5. Then press NEXT to get to the Draw and Rankings Table. 
 
Note the full 7-Round Draw structure, but also see in the Rankings Table, that is set up exactly as for the Rounds 
Event, but that the Player are now individually Ranked, even though they play in Teams of 2. 
 
Before we run this Event let’s take this opportunity to add in allocated Pistes. 
 
6. Click on Tables in the left pane and note there is just 1 Table active (the default). 

 
7. Click on ADD TABLES (or the + icon) 5 times to generate a total of 6 active Tables. 

 
You should of course realise that you only need 2 Tables (read Pistes) but always make sure you have enough 
for the Event. As you made the change to the number of Tables you now see for Round 1 both games are 
allocated large Green numbers that you read as Piste numbers. 
 
With only 2 Games per Round and 6 Pistes available the system will always allocate Pistes 1 and 2. But you could 
force Players to use different pistes by going to the Table and deactivate/activate different Tables each Round.  
 
8. Enter the scores as before, and note the number of Rounds is fixed, and all listed at the commencement of 

the Event. 
 

As noted above, this Whist (Mix & Match) Event is a great social mixer ideally used as a club Event. 
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MonsterDYP Event 
This Event is another very social mixing Event ideal for a Club Event, but less structured and balanced than the 
Whist Event. Petanque players would normally refer to this as a Doubles Super Melee Event, as it is limited to 
2 Players per Team, with Teams changing composition before every Round. And as for the Whist Event here the 
Players are individually Ranked, but the number of Players who may register for the Event is not limited like the 
Whist Event. However, if the number of Players is not an exact multiple of 4 then there will be Byes in each 
Round, but these are sort of balanced, so all players get a reasonable time on the Pistes. 
 
With these differences noted, the loading, setting up and running this MonsterDYP Event is identical to the 
Whist Event. 
 
 
Running Multiple Events 
If you need to run multiple Events as part of a Tournament that is easily accomplished with KickerTool. 
 
Load the all the Events you are likely to require; all Events to cover Qualifying Events and any Final Events, for 
as many Gender and Age based Divisions as you require. If you are pretty sure you know exactly what you need 
in this regard, then establish for each Event (where possible) as many of the Settings and other parameters you 
may need. Also have on hand text files of all the Teams/Players/Participants, again separated into the 
Gender/Age Divisions you require. 
 
Name all the Events appropriately, but obviously don’t Start any of them. Then ‘hide’ all Events other than the 
initial ones – maybe have the word Qualifying in the Event name for the first Events, and using the magnifying 
glass tool at the top right of the display, type in “Q”. 
 
Then if there are multiple Qualifying Events simply switch back and forth between them using the Home label 
in the left pane to add Participants and then run the Rounds and enter the scores. 
 
In the next section we will go over this last idea as an example of using Groups. 

Playing in Groups 
We include this Groups section as it is a feature that is available with some Events - but is not an Event in itself. 
This was noted briefly in the Rounds Event just after the point 11 on page 7. 
 
There appears to be a limitation at the present time that Byes seem not to be allocated properly if you have an 
odd number of Teams/Participants in a Group, so we will stick to Groups with an even number of 
Teams/Participants. 
 
Set up a Rounds Event that has a total of 24 Teams. 
 
In doing this ensure you have the Goals to Win set to 13 as usual. 
 
1. Click on Home and load another Rounds Event. Name it something suitable 

 
2. Load in 24 Teams, manually or copy and paste from a text file. 

 
After you click on next having entered all 24 Teams you will be asked if you wish to play in groups. 
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3. Click on the + sign at the top right of the screen, but make sure you click on it twice to see 2 Groups clearly 
identified on the display. 

 
Now you will see a screen where all 24 Teams are listed on the left side of the display, each with a little = sign 
to the right of the name. Remember this = sign is the ‘shift’ icon. 
 
We are now going to split the 24 Teams into 2 Groups with equal numbers. 
 
4. Now ‘pick’ up the Teams in turn by holding the cursor down over the associated = sign and shift Teams into 

to 2 Groups. 
 

If you do this in a bit of a rush, they may not go over in quite the order you wish, but in this case but that doesn’t 
matter. If, for a particular Event, you want to ensure a specific order within a Group and it turns out this not 
exactly how they end up, then ‘shift’ them into the correct order by using the = icon within the Group. 
 
5. When satisfied the Groups are in order and each have 12 Men’s Teams in Group 1 and 9 Women’s Teams 

in Group 2, press NEXT, and then name the Tournament (think Event, and till just 1 Event, but has 2 cohorts 
that will be treated separately). 
 

6. Start the Event. 
 

The Event Draw all looks as if it really is only 1 Event, but look carefully at the Rankings Table. The first view of 
it does have all Teams listed together. But note the Header section of that Table; you will see All, 1 and 2. 
 
7. Click on 1 and then on 2 and note that you end up with 2 separate Ranked Groups. 
 
If you were to look at the Results and go to Print them out, you can also print the Results as 1 Event or 2 Groups. 
 
Run this Event by entering the scores in the normal way. 
 

Elimination Event 
Loading this Elimination Event from scratch 
We are now going to load and run an Elimination Event as a Doubles Event from the beginning. 
 
You can, as noted previously, run an Elimination Event straight after a previous Event by using the START 
ELIMINATION link that sits at the top right of the display, and indeed this is the normal way to run an Elimination 
Event. If you use that path to an Elimination Event, much the same happens as we describe here apart from the 
fact that the Teams/Players/Participants are already in the system in Rank order from that previous Event. We 
will look at this situation at the end of this section. 
 
1. Load and name a new Elimination Tournament (Event) and set the Goals to Win at 13. 

 
As it is an Elimination Event only wins are important (but you still have to enter the actual game scores), and so 
there is no Rankings Table associated with the game deltas. Losers drop out and winners continue. And best to 
start with the number of Teams, N, as an integer power of 2 (makes life simpler for a demonstration). But other 
values of N are handled correctly as well by distributing Sit-outs (not Byes) correctly. 
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You are now about to add in the Participants. But remember that they must go in in the correct Rank/Seed 
order. You can change the Team order just prior to running the Event, but best to try and get them in the correct 
order to start with. Team 1 should be the top ranked/seeded Team and they will play Team 2 that should be the 
lowest ranked/seeded Team. So, you should enter the N Teams as pairs in order like 1 and N, 2 and N - 1, 3 and 
N – 2, etc., where these numbers refer to the Team ranking/seeding. 
 
2. Add in 16 Participants as Singles. Press NEXT (but get Team/Participant names right first time as you have 

no chance later to correct them!). 
 

3. Use the ‘shift’ icon/action and place the Participants in the correct Rank order in the left-most panel. 
 

Before you rush in a press NEXT, note that you have the option to include, or not, a play-off for 3rd and 4th.  
 
4. Press NEXT, or confirm a 3rd and 4th play-off, then press NEXT. 

 
5. Name the Event, then press NEXT. 

 
You will now see the addition of a label enter results if you move the cursor within a ‘game’ in the table. Also 
note that there is no requirement for a Rankings Table. Teams will be ranked at the end of the Elimination 
Event. 
 
6. Press NEXT to start the Event and add in the game scores till you have completed all rounds (4 in this 

instance, as 24 = 16). 
 
 
Running an Elimination Event following a previous Event 
This manner of launching an Elimination event is usually going to happen after you have run a Qualifying Event 
as a Rounds Event or a Swiss system Event. 
 
So, you need to go back Home and find a previous Event you have run and completed and launch it again. It will 
appear at the same point in time as when you finished it. 
 
1. Press Home and click on the  for the chosen (finished) Event. 

 
Note the Rank order of the Teams/Participants on the Ranking Table. Again, if there are N = 2M Teams. In the 
coming Elimination Final you will see that the first games will be between (using the Rank numbers) 1 vs N, 2 vs 
N – 1, 3 vs N – 2, etc. 
 
2. Click on START ELIMINATION. 

 
3. On the next screen, on the left side, make sure the Double Elimination is unchecked, and decide about play-

off between for 3rd and 4th. 
 

Now consider how many Elimination Events you now want in your Finals. And also, how many Teams in the 
finals in each Final (if more than 1). For example, you may have a Swiss System Event or Rounds Events with 23 
Teams. From this you wish to take the top 8 ranked Teams into an Elimination Principale and the next ranked 8 
Teams into an Elimination Complementaire. 
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If you look at the left side of the screen that is what you have now to decide. The Number of Elimination Trees 
is asking you for the number of parallel Elimination Events you wish to run. In this example: 
 
4. Set Number of Elimination Trees to 2. Then for each Tree provide the Rank number of the Teams to go in 

each; as 1 to 8 into Tree1, and 9 to 16 in Tree 2 
 

5. On the right side check the Goals (read Points) to Win are still set to 13. Also check that Sets to Win = 1. 
 

6. Press START. Then enter scores till all finals are concluded. 
 
 

Manage Tournaments 
We return to a much earlier comment about the heading Manage Tournaments at the top left of the display.  
There are three links associated with that heading - BY DATE, BY NAME and All modes. 
 
These are used to either order or unclutter the list of Events you have loaded on the Home screen at any one 
time. They operate as: 
 
BY DATE: The Events shown on the screen are ordered by date from the top down. 
 
BY NAME: The Events shown on the screen are ordered alphabetically by their name from the top down. 
 
All modes: Here you can select to show only those Events of a given Type – or all of them 
 
 

Import Participants from an earlier Event 
Here we refer to Team or individual players. Say you have run a Qualifying Event (the type is irrelevant). If you 
go back to that Event you can go to the Players in the left pane and simply highlight the name (whether they are 
Teams or Single players) and copy them to the clipboard (or to a text file). 
 
If you wish to use those Participants as names tor a later, maybe Finals, Event then load that new Event and 
when you get to the point you are asked for the Teams/Singles simply copy and paste (some or all) of those 
names into the new Event by click on the Input icon when asked to enter the Teams. 
 
 

Double Elimination Event 
There is nothing really to add here in terms of handling this event compared to the Elimination Event. 
 
The process is identical, the only thing that changes is that a Team has to lose twice before being Eliminated – 
not a particularly common Event in Petanque. 
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External Display 
This refers to the icon/label in the Left pane. If you click on that you are provided with the option to display 
either the KickerTool Logo or the main display data on an external monitor. 
 
To do this you will need to add a 2nd monitor to your computer and Extend the Display. What this means is that 
while to use your computer to run the Events, you can put the second Window generated automatically up on 
the second monitor for the participants to view.  
 
In order to do this effectively you should think of setting this up as in the diagram below and keep the viewing 
monitor well away from the scorer’s desk. This tends to keep Players from getting too close to, and distracting 
the scorer. As the scorer may not have easy line of sight view of the Player’s monitor you actually need 2 external 
monitors and an ‘active’ (meaning powered) signal splitter. 
 
 
Active 
Splitter                In        Out 2 
                                         Out 1 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                     Scorer’s table 
 
Scorer’s                                      Monitor 1                                                                                Large Monitor 2 
Computer           (so the scorer can see the ‘extended’ view)                                     (for the Players to view) 
 
 

Figure 5: The External Display set-up 
 
 
 
 
This brings us to the end of the section to assist you with loading and running Events using 
KickerTool If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact either Peter or 
Jeff using the email addresses provided at the start of this Document. 
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Icon List 
These icons are sorted alphabetically by name 
 
Icon     Name  Function in KickerTool program 

 
Accept Use to lock-in changes after editing 
 

 
Close Closes a window or panel that you use to edit data 
 
 
Collapse Collapses section to show less information 
 
 
Delete Obvious! 
 
 

       Describe  Will briefly describe the Tournament type 
 

 
Download Save Event to Download folder in Document folder 
 
 
Expand Expands section to show more information 

 
 
Eye  Switch ON and OFF the Configure Table parameters that appear in Ranking 
 
 
Feedback List of comment currently being talked about in KickerTool 
 
 
Home Displays the logos of all the Events loaded 
 
 
Input Paste Team/Participants names into Event from a text file 
 
 
List  Toggle between Team data in list form to Draw/Tree form (where applicable) 
  
 
Magnify Limit the data displayed on screen to just that containing text typed against  
glass  
 
 
Monitor Refers to an External screen used to display screen to participants 
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Pencil Click on this to Edit text 

 
 

Players List of Player name sin teams you can edit 
 

⁞   Rename Change name of players (for example) 
 

 
Settings Left pane link to main settings for Events 

 
 
 Start Use to start running a loaded Event 
 
 
 Switch Switches ON and OFF the Configure Table parameters used in Sorting for Ranking 
 
 
Tables Read this as the number of Pistes allocated   
 
 
Toggle Will maximise the screen at the expense of some headings 
Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
--- End of Document --- 
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